
CHAPTER VI 
THE PEOPLE 

6. DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDIED PEOPLE 

Like many other Himalayan regions of India Darjeeling Himalayan 
region stretching from Nepal to Sikkim and Bhutan have close similarities 
among multi lingual, multicultural and multi ethnic population. Since the time 
immemorial different groups of people which include Nepalese (Gorkha in 
general), Bhutia and Lepcha inhabited this place (O'Malley 1907) and most 
of them live in the villages and far-flung areas (Rai and Bhujel 1999). Unlike 
the tribal regions of India there are no notified areas for the tribal in this 
Himalayan region where Bhutia, Dukpa, Lepcha, Sherpa and Yolmu (Kagate) 
are recognized as scheduled tribes by the constitution of India, Generally 
there is always a consideration that most of the ethnobotanical studies are 
based on the tribal people after knowing their tribal status given by the 
constitution. Considering the social organization of different ethnic 
communities and their unexplored environment, attempt has made here to 
carry out the present work based on the belief, custom, tradition, culture and 
religion of all these anthropogenic population irrespective of their 
constitutional status in the Darjeeling Himalayan region. In fact, it will be an 
injustice to treat them separately. Therefore, rather than the tribal, 
consideration and use of the term 'aborigines' will be more suitable. The 
following is the description of the people. 

6.1. BHUTIAS 

Bhutias are the descendents of Tibetans. The name Bhutia is derived 
from their original habitat Bhot, the present day Tibet Autonomous region of 
China. They are concentrated in the snow bound boarder areas and high 
altitudes of Darjeeling, Nepal, Sikkim and Bhutan. In Darjeeling, most of 
them are in state and central government services and business enterprises. 
A very few of them depend on agriculture, dairy farming and pastorals. They 
speak Tibetan language and have their own Tibeto-Burman script. They are 
fond of animal meat and alcoholic drinks. 

Traditional dress of Bhutia male member is called bakhu which is a 
loose cloak type garment with full sleeves and is fastened at the neck on 
one side and near the waist with a cotton belt. They wear loose trousers and 
knee high boots in snow bound areas. The Bhutia women wear a silken 
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/7ony(j which is a full sleeve blouse and a loose gown type garment fastened 
near the waist tightly with a belt. Women are very fond of jewelry made of 
pure gold and silver, decorated by the precious colourful stones. 

6.1.1. BELIEF, CUSTOM AND TRADITIONS 

Basically Bhutias are the followers of Buddhist religion. They cremate 
the dead body in their own cremation ground. The dead one is burnt while 
the infants are buried. The priest (lama) conducts the rites lighting the fire 
first, followed by the relatives. After the cremation they perform puja to drive 
away the demon who has taken the soul of the dead. Then they perform the 
last rites where the prayer flags are hoisted for the deceased on the occasion. 
In every Bhutia house they have a separate room meant for God and deities. 
They offer water every morning and evening and burn the incense made of 
Juniperus recurva, Rhododendron anthopogon with small amount of 
Nardostachys jatamansi. During the prayer they turn the wheels of prayer 
called Khorlo. 

6.1.2. MARRIAGE 

Marriage is arranged through negotiation by the parents and relatives 
specially the maternal uncles. The astrological considerations play a big 
role. The religious priest conducts the ceremonial rites. After marriage the 
women wear pangden a small piece of colourful cloth under the waist. 

6.1.3. CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS FESTIVALS 

The root of origin of the Bhutias is Tibet. They celebrate /ossarwhich 
signifies the beginning of the Tibetan New year. It usually falls sometimes in 
the month of February and lasts for fifteen days. Every new year is symbolized 
to one of the twelve different animals with their born characters. During the 
festival they dress at the best wearing new clothes and costly ornaments. 
They prepare traditional food and varieties of food items for the guests. 

Being the follower of Buddhism they celebrate saga dawa which 
marks the birth anniversary of Lord Buddha. During this festival they do not 
eat the animal meat. 
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6.2. LEPCHAS 

The word Lepcha has no root of origin where the Lepcha people call 
themselves as Rong and locate their original home in the neighbourhood of 
the great mountain Kanchandzonga. They are of mongoloid descent and 
the place they live is called Mayal-Lyang. However, they do not live in the 
snowbound places in the Darjeeling Himalayan region and are concentrated 
on the low land between 500-2000m throughout the district. They are also 
found in Sikkim and eastern part of Nepal. In Darjeeling district most of them 
are in government services, agricultural trades and a very few are in business. 
In the rural areas they are fond of traditionally prepared alcoholic drinks 
such as chi, raksi (Wine prepared through distillation) etc. 

They speak Lepcha language called rongring which is a branch of the 
Himalayan group of Tibeto-Burman family, while some philologists found its 
root in the Austro-Asiatic family but still they do not know about the creation 
of their script. 

Traditional dress of Lepcha male member is called gada (PI-54) which 
comes down to the knee and is made of cotton and striped vertically. It is 
fastened on the shoulder by a pin and a belt is worn around the waist. They 
also wear the cap called rong thykthak. 

Lepcha women wear two pieces dress. The upper garment or blouse 
is called the pago and the lower part is called damdyan which comes down 
to the ankle. They also wear scarf on the head (PI-55). Only the married 
women wear necklace called phiry or hebiung. 

6.2.1. BELIEF, CUSTOM AND TRADITIONS 

Traditionally they were animists who believe in the spiritual beings of 
good and bad, and called as bon faith or mun faith where witch craft and 
excorcism were very common. Their spiritual priests are called Boongthing 
and Mun. The spread of Buddhism among Lepcha cannot be dated exactly 
but it is generally agreed that it started in a significant manner only after the 
consecration of Phutsog Namgyal as the first Chogyal (King) of Sikkim in 
1641 (Gawloog1998). 

There are two alternative methods cremation and burial for the dead 
body. Their spiritual priests are normally buried facing mount Kanchandzonga, 
the guardian deity of this tribe. The dead children are left in the caves and 
buried. The Buddhist Lepcha usually cremate the dead and the ceremony is 
called sanglin which is performed by the lamas by hoisting the prayer flags 
for heavenly peace of deceased. Presently the Lepcha in Darjeeling district 
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are much under the cultural influences of Nepalese while many of them 
have converted into Christians. 

6.2.2. MARRIAGE 

Earlier the Lepcha marriage involved seven stages to complete three 
to four years involving great expenses. Now the L^pchas have slowly realized 
the evils of this custom and gradually become thrifty in both money and 
time. 

If marriage is consented then the groom side will have mediator to 
act as a go-between to enable the completion of marriage. The role of 
mediator is hard and crucial as well and highly estimated by the community. 

On the day of marriage the groom party (consisting of paternal uncle, 
maternal uncle and some close friends to help carryout presents) arrives at 
the bride house at appointed time. At the entrance gate the marriage party 
shall encounter rather a curious situation. 

The marriage ceremony Chilok-Faat is solemnized by Boongthing or 
Mun or the Lamas. In case of their non availability any knowledgeable person 
may officiate. The priest offering chilok to God and Goddesses pray for 
blessing to the couple. While involving Gods and Goddesses the priest calls 
local spirits and while doing so he utters the name of places and rivers. The 
priest then gives sermon to the couple and asks them to remain united to 
each other. The priest warns if any one violates the bond. After that he 
hands over the buttered bowl filled with strain chi to bride and she sips it 
three times and after each sip the bowl is refilled as each sip is symbolic 
emptying of the bowl. After the bride groom takes a sip follow the members 
of the bride party. The sipping of the buttered chi is the sacramental 
consecration of marriage and symbolizes friendship between the bride and 
her new family (Thakur 1988). 

6.2.3. CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS FESTIVALS 

King Gaeboo Auchuk Pane's birth anniversary is celebrated during 
the month of December usually at Kalimpong Lepcha monastery. Lepcha 
people remember the last king who ruled them during the seventeenth 
century. On that day Lepcha people come together in their traditional dresses 
and take part in folk dances and play (PI-56). The annual archery competition 
is also held on that day (PI-57). 

New year Nanban is celebrated during the month of December-
January on the auspices of new moon during that month. The celebration 
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lasts for a week. The preparation of food items and hospitability is generally 
observed. 

Muk-Zik-Rum-Faat is celebrated sometime in February which stresses 
directly to balance the environment and ecology for the survival of this 
community and the people in general. The altar is made and decorated with 
the natural elements and a stone pillar Long-chaok is erected in the middle 
of the altar. They offer all the natural produces to the mother nature and the 
offering is made by the priest or a knowledgeable person. The place where 
this ceremony is held is called Riyon-Dubling-Kung (PI-58). 

6.3. NEPALESE/GORKHAS 

Nepalese are the dominant race in Darjeeling. They are born 
cultivators, resourceful and hard working. They have taught Lepcha aborigins 
much in the way of agriculture (O'Malley 1907). The Nepali or Gorkha is a 
generic category which subsumes a large number of communities within a 
cluster of endogamous group or caste. It includes Bahun(Brahmin), Bhujel, 
Chhetri, Damai, Gurung, Kami, Limbu (Subba), Mangar (Thapa), Newar 
(Pradhan), Rai (Khambu/Kirant), Sarki, Sherpa, Sunuwar(Mukhia), Tamang 
(Murmi), Thakuri, Thami Yakha and Yolmu (Kagate). However they are 
professing different religion, speaking different languages and having different 
positions in the social hierarchy (Subba 1992). The word Nepalese is 
synonymous to Gorkha in general who are known as one of the warrior 
groups of Himalayan aborigins of the present day Nepal. It was in 1768 AD 
when the Gorkha king Prithivi Narayan Shah completed the conquest in 
Nepal and extended his border in east and west until his death in 1775. In 
the year 1794 the Gorkha kingdom was extended from Sikkim in the east 
and Kashmir in the northwest. During the British dominance in south Asia 
the first three Gorkha battallions of the British India army was raised in 1815 
(Morris 1933). 

Basically there are two distinct races of Aryan and Mongoloid origin 
within the Nepalese community. The Aryan race is also known as tagadhari 
(sacred thread wearer) to which Bahun and Chhetri belong and they have 
privilege of falling in the upper category of caste hierarchy. The mongoloid 
race is also known as matwali (the class of people who drinks alcohol). 
However Bhujel, Damai, Kami and Sarki are not of mongoloid origin though 
they are treated as mafwa//(Liwang 2000). Among the Nepalese community, 
Sherpa and Yolmu (Kagate) belong to the scheduled tribes and Damai, Kami 
and Sarki to the scheduled castes of Indian constitution. 

Each group of people retains the social position equivalent to caste 
(Jat) and each caste is composed of a number of clans (thars) and further 
into smaller number of kind reds. These kind reds are strictly exogamous. 
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With the exception of certain caste, most of them are bilingual. They have 
their own dialect, religion and custom relating to child birth, marriage and 
funeral rites. But in the present study all these castes are treated in general 
Nepalese or Gorkha on the basis of their language, present day custom and 
tradition. 

Nepali is the lingua franca and the most acceptable mother tongue of 
all for their co-existence. On account of their joint effort this language was 
recognized and was included in the eighth schedule of the constitution of 
India on 20'^August 1992 (Liwang 2000). 

Traditional dress of Nepalese male member is called daura-suruwal. 
Dawra is a double breasted shirt falling down to knee. It is fastened at four 
corners inside and outside at the shoulder and waist by tuna (tape of the 
same cloth) suruwal is an ankle length pyjama with tight fitting down to calf. 
They vjear patuka (as belt of lengthy cloth) on which khukuri (Gorkha weapon) 
is placed. They wear ascot (waist coat) and dhaka-topion head. The women 
wear chaubandi choli, a naval length blouse similar to daura but it is made 
by the double layer of thin shiny cloth. Fariya or gunew is worn below the 
waist fastened by patuka. Sometimes they wear hembari/hemmari between 
bust and hip. They wear majetro (shawl) and sometimes pacheura (veil) to 
cover head. 

Women are very fond of jewelry made of gold and silver. Jewelry 
consists of chepte soon, mundri (earring), chura, bala (bracelets), kalli 
(anklets), dhungri, full, Jhumke bulaki (nose ring) and nawgeri ('necklace). 
Tillhanar\6 potey (alternate reels of small green beads) symbolize the marital 
status of women. 

6.3.1. BELIEF, CUSTOM AND TRADITIONS 

The castes like Bahun, Chhetri, Bhujel Damai, Kami and Sarki 
generally follow the Hindu religion where Sherpa, Tamang and Yolmu follow 
the Buddhist. The remaining castes are atheist though they have the strong 
faith and inclination on Hindu religion. Only the castes likes Rai and Limbu 
are animist. They worship nature and their forefathers as ancestral God. 

When a baby is born the name giving ceremony nuwaran takes place 
on the fifth or sixth to eleventh day, depending upon the caste and sex of the 
baby. Generally the priest performs the ceremonial rites where in case of 
animist the head of the family performs the same. The baby's name is given 
after consulting the horoscope. In the village and far flung areas, immunization 
to baby is done by burning the wood of Rhus hooken or Semecarpus 
ancardium to prevent them from the phytoalkaloidal reactions in future. Girls 
up to five and boys up to six months are suckled. When a child is weaned a 
feast is given called pasni or bhat khuwai. Every friend and relative present 
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is supposed to feed the child with grain and a tol<en or gift is presented to 
the child. When a boy reaches five to six years of age chewar (tonsure) 
ceremony is observed. Culturally there is no history of birthday ceremony 
observed by this community. 

Generally the followers of Hinduism and Buddhism cremate where 
the animist and atheist bury the body after death. The last funeral rites 
(antyesti kriya) is held on fifth to thirteenth day depending upon the caste 
and only the son can carryout the ritual. The participants in the funeral 
procession (malami) should gather on this day for purification which is 
conducted by the priest depending upon the caste and creed. The kin relatives 
of the dead persons do not take foods made with salt and vegetable oil 
before antyesti l<riya. 

Blood brotherhood called mit relationship may contract with any of 
the caste to whom they are particularly fond of but not with the persons who 
are already related to one another. Once contracted the mit relationship it 
constitutes a ban on marriage. There is a brief ceremony in connection with 
mit ship which consists of the exchange of presents and token. 

6.3.2. MARRIAGE 

When a marriage is settled through negotiation by the relatives 
(maternal uncles) is called magi biiie and the case of elopement is called 
cfiori bilie which generally occurs between two different castes and 
communities. Whatever the type of marriage, there are always two mediators 
called /a/77/who act as communicating agents between the two families before 
knowing each other. In magibiiie the groom party calledyanf/(consisting of 
lami, maternal uncle, paternal uncle, parents and close friend and relatives) 
arrives at the bride's house at appointed time. Usually they are guided by 
two damai (person who plays the clarion) and in more traditional way there 
must be naumati baja (a traditional band consisting of nine musical 
instruments). When the marriage party reaches the bride's house they may 
face rather a surprise encounter and the lami informs the bride's parents of 
their arrival. The groom and bride are placed in the decorated platform with 
the twigs of Betula ainoides or Prunus cerasoides called mandap. 

In case of choribihe the boy and his bride cannot approach the bride's 
father until summoned by him but it is the duty or the customary of the boy's 
family to inform the girl's family of their daughter's where about on the third 
day called chorko sorwhich is conducted by lami. If the bride's father wishes 
to acknowledge the relation he sends words through lami to tell the boy and 
his parents to be present with his bride at a certain time. 

The marriage ceremony is generally solemnized by dhog bhet (bow 
down with respect touching the feet of the elders) with sagun (offering 
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generally two bottles of either milk or wine and money). The elder relatives 
bless the new couple putting tika of acheta (rice mixed with curd and colour) 
on their fore head. 

Generally every choh-bihe is settled with mutual understanding. If 
the marriage ceremony is held in matwati group traditionally fermented 
alcoholic drinks likey'anr (beer) and ra/cs/(wine) are used as offering and as 
beverage for the guests. 

In connection with the marriage a man must take particular care never 
to touch, not even the clothes of his younger brother's wife buhari and the 
buhari always pays respect to her husband's elder brothers by covering the 
head with majetro (shawl) or pacheura (veil). Dowry is unknown in Nepalese 
society however some valuable and household articles can be accepted 
from the bride's side called daijo. Widower and divorcee cannot remarry by 
the ceremony. 

6.3.3. CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS FESTIVALS 

Having the direct root of origin in Nepal most of the Nepalese living 
outside Nepal also follow the Vikram Sambat (era) calendar which is fifty six 
years ahead of the Christian calendar, and most of the festivals are based 
on that calendar. Nepalese have many festivals, big and small, and some of 
them are celebrated while the others are simply observed following the 
traditional way. 

Pahilo baisakh- It is celebrated as new year day of the Vikram Sambat 
calendar on the first day of baisakh month which falls sometime in the mid of 
April. The day is an event of cultural unity (PI-63, 64). The people come 
together in their traditional dresses and exchange the best wishes and gifts. 

Asar pandrah- Generally it is observed on the fifteenth day of Asar 
which falls on the last week of June. It signifies the busiest schedule of the 
year. During that time most of the farmers are busy in cultivating the paddy 
and have no time for cooking food. On that auspicious day the farmers usually 
eat dahi-chiura (curd and bitten rice) as meal in the paddy field. But all the 
Nepalese eat the same on that day. 

Sahune sankrati- It is celebrated as the first day of Sahun month 
which falls in the middle of July. The month being rainy the people believe 
that all the Gods and deities come down to the earth for a month's meditation 
during the month. The farmers do not plough their fields for fear of injuring 
their Gods and deities on the earth. It is believed that the Gods and deities 
they will curse them if they get injured. In the evening they throw burning 
firewoods to their crop field called rako-fyaknu to avoid any crop diseases 
(usually wilt called ranke). 
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Bhadaure purne (Gurupuja) - It is celebrated on the full moon day 
of Bhadau month which falls sometime on the last week of August and is 
particularly celebrated by the local priests such as Bijuwa (PI-53), Jhankri, 
and Phedangma. It signifies the day of their teacher where the transmission 
and exchange of divine knowledge takes place and they honourtheirteacher 
on that auspicious day. In Darjeeling most of the Bijuwas, Jhankries and 
Phedangmas gather at Mahakal danra in their traditional dress (PI-49, 50) 
with their followers. They perform some puja and make offering to the sacred 
place and return home dancing to the tune of their decorated drum (PI-52). 

Dashai (Dashera) - It is celebrated sometime in the month of Ashoj-
Kartik according to the phase of moon which falls sometime in September-
November. It commemorates the victory of Goddess Durga and is the most 
important festival of the Nepalese which is celebrated for fifteen days. The 
first day calledyamare auns/starts with placing of the holy vessel and sowing 
of some paddy seeds in it (jamara) in the prayer room called Ghatasthapana. 
The remaining six days are less important only they worship ShaktiAhe 
Goddess Durga for strength and valour in front of khura and khukuri 
(traditional weapon) instead of erecting clay idols by invoking her blessing. 
They sprinkle the holy water onya/nara every morning. At evening they sing 
malshree (a folk tune). The three days ceremonies namely saptami, astami 
and nawami are celebrated jointly on the common place for their convenience. 

On the seventh day called saptami the floral offerings can be made 
to their Goddess and deities. In populated areas a colourful procession of 
Phulpati (palenquin of floral offerings especially marigold, certain leaves 
and fruits) is led by naumati baja (a musical band of nine sets instruments) 
followed by panch kanya (five maidens sometimes nine in number) carrying 
kalash (vessel) escorted by men bearing khukuri and khura takes place. 
The attendants in colourful attire, their faces hidden behind masks also carry 
yak's tail (chamar), curd, and other necessary articles while the people in 
their traditional attire follow the procession singing and dancing the folk tunes 
(PI-65, 66). 

The eighth day is known as maha astami or kalaratri. In the earlier 
days there was a custom of decapitating a buffalo at about midnight as the 
half moon appears. 

The ninth day is known as maha nawami falso called mar). On this 
occasion the bufallos and goats are sacrificed by means of decapitation (Pl-
48) with khukuri. If the selected men who slay the fully grown buffalo succeed 
with one stroke there is belief that this ensures a prosperous and propitious 
year ahead. Owing to the expenses involved in the animal sacrifice this is 
not possible to carry out in many villages. It is observed at Mela ground of 
Kalimpong and Dahli ground of Darjeeling town. 

The tenth day is known as dasami and considered a day of great 
importance. In every house the head of the family puts tika of acheta (rice 
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mixed with curd and colour) to the other members on forehead and blesses 
for the prosperity and longevity. They present some token generally money 
and jamara. The younger pays dhog (bow down touching the feet) to the 
elders as the esteem respect. During this festivals family members residing 
at different and distant places come to meet their parents and elders and 
receive tika. The visitors are welcome with love and regards. The festival 
concludes on the full moon of kartik. 

Tihar {D'maW) - It is known as the festival of light and flower and also 
considered as a major festival. It takes place after the fifteen days of 
conclusion of Dashera. It lasts for five days, and the four days of tihar are 
dedicated to the worship of animals namely crow, dog, cow and bull where 
the first two days are not so important. On the day of worship people generally 
feed these animals with rice cakes, fruits and other food items and put garland 
them to honour their service but to the crow they make some offerings outside 
their houses. The last day is dedicated to the brother. The third day is held in 
honour of Laxmi (Godess of wealth and prosperity). On the day people 
decorate their houses with looms of flowers and in the evening they worship 
the idol of Laxmi, illuminate around their houses and explode fire crackers. 
When the pray concludes groups of womenfolk visit every house singing 
bliaileni{a song with typical rhyme). The owner of the house donates daksina 
offering on a bronze plate containing rice, kalasli (vessel) and diyo (lamp). 
After concluding the worshiping of bull on the fourth day groups of boys visit 
every house with traditional musical instruments singing deusisong (a song 
of typical rhyme usually sang in chorus). The owner of the house also makes 
offering as in bhaileni. The fifth day called bliaitika is dedicated to the brothers 
which is meant for the protection of their brothers from death, and also called 
Yama-panctiak meaning fifth day of lord Yama (God of death). On this day 
sisters revere their brothers by putting colourful tika on the forehead and 
garlands made of merigold as a token of respect. She breaks a walnut at the 
main door with stone or hammer preferably in one hit and throw the pieces 
away This is the symbolic act of killing enemies who would otherwise kill 
their brothers. The brother presents some gift as a token of love and respect 
and pledges to protect their sisters in all circumstances. The day ends In 
grand feast with traditional food items. 

/[/langlie sankrati- It is celebrated as the traditional winter festival on 
the first day of A âg/7 which falls sometime in the middle of January. On that 
auspicious day people take bath in the early morning and fix a small piece of 
ban tarul (tuber of Dioscorea liamiltonii) on the forehead as tika. They take 
the food items prepared from the tuber and yam such as Sectiium edule, 
Manihot esculenta, and the species of Dioscorea and Alocasia. Some people 
gather at the river banks usually at the confluence of river Teesta and Rangit 
(PI-67) and also at other rivers to worship and pray for the prosperity (Pl-
68). Some of them sacrifice animals too in the name of Goddess and deities 
at the river banks. 
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Chaite Dasai- It is celebrated as spring festival in the month of Chait 
which falls sometime in the middle of March. It is believed that in the earlier 
days Dashera festival used to be held in this month but latter shifted to 
Ashoj as an autumn festival. On this occasion people take delicious meals 
and enjoy the day. 

Sansari puja- It is the day of worshiping nature as a mother in a true 
animistic way particularly at the sacred groves. It is usually observed during 
Chait and Baisakh before monsoon which falls sometime in the month of 
April-May. It is found that every village has its sacred grove of big and small 
area where people worship a number of local deities. In some places people 
sacrifice animals as offering while in other they simply offer milk and fruits. 
They erect colourful flags and pray for prosperity on this occasion. 

The followers of Buddhist religion among the Nepalese community 
celebrate Buddha jayanti (birth anniversary of Lord Buddha) which falls in 
the month of May. However, all the people including non Buddhists also 
gather at the Gumba (monastery) and get blessings from the priest 
symbolizing their deep respect and faith in all religions (PI-59). 
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